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NORTH BEND MINUS ONE 

January 6. 1997 Guido J. Gares 

When President Curry asked me to announce to the 
membership present at our December ,16th me~ting th~ 
title to this paper, "North Bend M1nus One I real1zed 
from subsequent questioning by members present that my 
choice of title was not self evident. The announcement 
was necessitated since the January 1997 card listing 
that month's papers was not yet available. This is a 
paper about the Ohio River views, sounds, events, etc. 
which have been part of my daily life for the past 
twenty five years. 

My wife and I in our older years are living in a 
custom built house of contemporary architectural style 
which we finished building in November 1972. The house 
is situated on about five acres of hillside above 
Columbia Parkway about a quarter mile East of Torrence 
Parkway -- located otherwise it is upstream from 
Torrence, immediately above two prominent structures on 
Eastern Avenue: 1) The main pumping station of the 
Cincinnati Waterworks and 2) st. Rose's church, a 
prominent Catholic Church of brick Gothic construction 
typical of German Cincinnati probably designed and 
completed about the turn of the century. This spot is 
at the northern most point of a large bend in the 
river's generally northwest flow toward North Bend, 
Ohio. This is the last northwest effort of the Ohio 
until North Bend itself is reached -- hence minus one 
on the trek to North Bend. The house itself is located 
about halfway up the hillside. The hillside can be 
only characterized as steep and challenging to the 
architect and an engineer and soil experts. Access is 
by private street shared only with one other residence. 
The location actually is far enough down the hillside 
so we feel we are part of the river culture yet we are 
about 250 feet above flood stage. Most river view 
houses and condominiums, especially those that would be 
characterized as large and expensive are much higher --
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on the top of the r iver bank and have much more distant 
views of the river. 

The town of North Bend, ohio in western Hamilton 
County is appropriate ly named. It is the most 
northerly bend of the river once it leaves the 
steubenville area. Tracing the Ohio from its formation 
at the confluence of the Monongahela and Allegheny 
rivers at pittsburgh, the Ohio flows West to 
Steubenville, South t o South Point (vicinity of 
Ironton), Northwest to Cincinnati (North Bend), South 
and West to Louisville , Ken tucky, and generally West to 
Cairo, Illinois where it joins the Mississippi and 
makes that stream a rive r o f world importance -- the 
Ohio contributes about 0 thirds of the water going 
South to New Orleans and the Gulf of Mexico. 
Throughout its length e Ohio twists and turns but it 
has significant and distinctive bends or turns at 
random intervals and this one last northwest bend 
before it reaches North Bend is in my front yard. That 
bend makes possible y panoramic view of Eastern 
Greater Cincinnati which I wi ll describe quite fully 
below. 

The geology a nd natura l history of the Ohio is 
quite interesting and toda y rather well established. 
Last June John Macleod r a ther fully developed such in 
his excellent paper that h e read at the outing at 
Rabbit Hash, Kentucky -- Bil l Burleigh's estate. I do 
want to elucidate so e a t on a rather controversial 
point in river geology tha t he did not develop -
hillside slides, a a jor p roblem for our local civil 
engineers and occas ionally d a maging, always most 
inconvenient for traffic a ffected. My theory is that 
the present perman e nt l e v e l o f the river made possible 
by the "new" high l e v e l daDS (John described these dams 
quite fully while identifying th7ir 7conomic . 
importance) much i ncreases the 11kel1hood of sl1des. 
Our subsurface ground i s largely layers of clay 
interlaced with l a yers of sed imentary fl~t :ock. When 
clay is wet or at l east . constan~lY damp 1t 1S most 
unstable and slides eaS1 y. Th1S was not a~ways so. 
The Ohio river at c incinnati after the glac1al agehwas 
a rather shallow str , depth probably not more t an 
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four to 6 feet and occasionally during drought periods 
fordable at spots and impassible for navigation. This 
assured subsurface dryness of the clay layers and no 
sliding of today's slippery clay. When the dams were 
built, especially the high level ones completed in the 
1950s, that subsurface dryness was abolished and the 
river banks and adjacent hillsides became prone to 
slides. The subsurface was now permanently lubricated 
for sliding. Obviously, those of us who own houses and 
other structures on river hillsides must build with 
such slide danger taken into account. The repeated 
slides onto Columbia Parkway during Spring 1996 amply 
demonstrated the need of this engineering requirement. 
My hquse has extensive piers so that it has proper 
stability. Needless to mention foundation costs were 
very significant. Also I do not carelessly cut trees 
to improve the river view lest I lose them and the 
stability they afford. Retaining walls are not always 
successful. Reports of slides are frequent and have 
resulted in very restrictive building codes for 
hillside sites and also for filling for patios, pools, 
etc. -- high rise condominiums have found necessary 
extensive hillside alterations for their safety. 

Ours is a contemporary house with extensive large 
glass windows, themopane type. The house was sited so 
as to maximize river views from the main floor where my 
wife and I live. The house is really a series of boxes 
tied together by a hallway that is irregular in shape 
throughout its length -- approximately six times longer 
than it is wide. Each room is somewhat a separate box 
with its own river view. Our living room is verY large 
for the size of the house and is cantilevered out 
toward and over the steep hillside down to Columbia 
Parkway with a slope of 5 feet in elevation for one 
foot toward the river. Our second floor is a finished 
basement of chiefly bedrooms under our main floor and 
built right into the hillside -- easy to heat and cool 
but with windows only on the riverside and at the ends 
of the house. Each main floor room has its own 
separate river view, each slightly differen~ from that 
of the adjacent room or rooms. Thus, we 7nJoy a truly 
panorama view of our north bend of the Oh10. The 
extent of the panorama is different summer versus 
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winter; the fol iage ' 
curtail the sweeping v ' 
Mount Washington Water 
end of the Mt. Washi 
to Devou Park on the hi 
Covington, Kentucky on 
literally part of all 

e warmer summer months does 
, a view at maximum from the 
~ er on Beechmont Avenue at the 

business district on the East 
s behind the city of 
e est. Thus, we are 
activity on the river. 

Our view of the cky side is excellent and 
rather detailed: it is a ewhat distanced view as the 
broad dammed up Ohio r ' er p ts' Kentucky soil about a 
mile distance from our ' 0 bank. Clearly 26 1/2 feet 
depths of water with e river in pool (no flow of 
water downstream except t caused by operation of the 
locks at each dam s ite) a wide river made wider 
whenever the river rises . 

Our Kentucky hil l s ' e view is one of some 
considerable expanses of forest with a few large houses 
widely separated towa~ hilltops, the Waterford 
Marina with its Reef C one hundred slips plus 
large paved areas for t rary boat storage on or off 
trailer and very adequate aunching and recovery 
facilities, and the Dayto , Kentucky flood wall which 
protects all of Dayton to an SO- foot flood level. Mid 
summer usually finds a s ips occupied and well over 
one hundred boats on e paved storage area. Winter or 
high water river level ( 0 feet or more possible in any 
month of the year) -- requires removal of the boats to 
higher area of the mar ' or completely from the 
marina. The slips are fo · ed by a series of docks 
locked together like e ines of a rake anchored by 
steel poles which are everywhere in the slip area 
holding it rigidly in p ace to above the 60-foot river 
level -- 52 feet is flood stage. This seems adequate 
for most years but sho d river forecasts indicate a 
major flood to a higher evel I'm certain all the slips 
would need be evacuated est their occupant boats work 
loose and float wildly mstream . The marina has a 
substantial levee prot·ectinq it from the fast currents 
that high water and f coding produce; the levee is only 
open to the river itse f 0 the downstream end to 
further improve the ro ion and restrain the slip 
docks to their ass ign The marina is about 
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12 years old a~d has yet to be t 7sted by a truly larger 
flood. Very hlgh water or floodlng when it recedes 
leaves much soil in the slips and dredging is required 
to maintain their proper depth, a tedious and expensive 
undertaking. 

We did watch the construction of the Dayton flood 
wall about 15 years ago. It was a lengthy task but 
made easier by the U.s. Corps of Engineers ownership of 
the Kentucky bank to high water level. The engineers 
scraped the top soil of the uncultivated bank to make 
the levee thus avoiding acquisition of most of the soil 
required which would have incurred high haulage costs 
and the cost of the soil that went into the flood wall. 

I have never been able to ascertain why the City 
of Bellevue, Kentucky did not likewise construct a high 
level flood wall simultaneously with the Dayton wall 
today Bellevue has no flood protection: its adjacent 
neighbors, Dayton and Newport which surround it have 
their flood walls tied to the higher levels of their 
river banks eliminating flooding risk. I assume 
availability of federal money was to blame and Dear 
Alben wasn't able to aid Bellevue as he did Dayton and 
Newport. Bellevue has depended on its own most limited 
resources. Alben Barkley was Vice president of the 
United states in the early 1950s and secured for 
Kentucky most of its wants. We Ohioans felt his 
favoritism for Kentucky: poor Bellevue wasn't alone a 
victim of discrimination. We suffered too. 

I am a railroad buff and quite a student of 
railroad operations. My father-in-law in his 
retirement from New York City became the sole trustee 
in bankruptcy and chief executive of the Central of 
Georgia Railroad for more than a decade. Upon my 
return to civilian life after more than four years at 
Sea as a Naval officer (World War II) I joined the 
railroad's legal department so I have to this day still 
great familiarity with rail operations. My wife and I 
had moved to savannah, Georgia and lived with my 
f ather-in-law for two years. I realized over that time 
t hat I preferred investments to the law and in 1947 I 
r eturned to Cincinnati to become the professional 
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investor that I recain in my retirement. I still 
qualify as a lawyer but do not practice. 

Our house is so s i t uated that I can observe many 
details of CSX's operation on the Kentucky side of the 
river. While in C & 0 Railroad days the operation of 
it's ma inline very important to our economy, it is 
toda y critical. eir double tracks are on the bank 
behind Dayton, Be evue , Newport and wind through 
Cov i ngton across e C & 0 Bridge (now rebuilt for auto 
use and r e named as e Cla y -Wade-Bailey bridge -- the 
rail bridge is a separate structure thoroughly 
modernized ) into e CSX yard under the western Hills 
Viaduct. In the CSX system today the Northern Kentucky 
operation is as ' rtant as any line. I watch train 
movements all ho of the day and night: I have 
counted as many as 0 to 60 separate movements each day 
-- unit tra ins, ' cargo trains, but always with 
emphasis on large opper cars for coal. Today trains 
are 100 to 150 cars , ave two man crews, and no 
cabooses. Twenty years ago when the rail operating 
unions wer e stil . transige nt and clinging to 19th 
century ope rating es the trains were fewer in number 
but often were 300 cars or ore in length, with five or 
six man crews. Gra e crossing blockages to auto 
tra f f ic in Cov ' gto often continued for more than a 
ha l f hour. Rae train had to be broken up into 
sect ions to use e eensgate yards. For the record 
Amtrack does operate 0 the s ame tracks but it isn't 
even as often as 0 e train a day ; the Union Terminal 
st i l l ha s a railroad function but it is nominal 
compared to its use and eleemosynary function. 

I do want to co t on the rail view from our 
house and the whistle noises which keep me alert to the 
trains. Recently ( abo t a year ago) CSX has 
extensively modernized its oti~e power. The ,more 
powerful new loco otives are qu1eter than the1r 
predecessor s , the tracks are smoother than ever, ,and, 
the incessant whistling for the many grade cross1ngs 1n 
Dayton, Bel l evue, ewport , etc. i s more,euphon~ous so 
that I am only fairly aware of the pass~ng tra~ns when 
the wind is f r o the So or southwest. 
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Night time views of the Kentucky side of the river 
are of interest also. We do see the Corporex Tower and 
the larger buildings in downtown Covington and Newport 
at night but this is a side show to downtown 
Cincinnati, especially at night. What is significant 
is that street lighting on the Kentucky side is 
different, completely different, from that on the 
Cincinnati side. Kentucky uses older bulb type lights 
which when seen from our house are blue, and just spots 
of light, not an area of light as Cincinnati enjoys 
with its pink, orange high intensity sodium vapor 
lights. Inquiry to Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. 
developed this is a matter of choice. Cincinnati 
street lighting is more expensive to install but more 
trouble free to operate. It represents a major capital 
investment that the smaller Kentucky cities feel they 
cannot afford. 

Living above Columbia Parkway as we do, the blue 
versus pink orange contrast is great. Street lighting 
on Columbia is a continuous chain of light -- likewise 
on Hill Street going up to Mount Adams as well as on 
many other hillside streets. Similarly the Suspension 
Bridge (Roebling Bridge) crossing the Ohio from 3rd 
Street in cincinnati to the covington downtown plaza 
just behind the Waterfront complex is also strikingly 
outlined by its sodium vapor lights which perfectly 
develop the typical catenary of a suspension bridge. 
The other Ohio river bridges are similarly lighted but 
being either of a truss of more ordinary design and 
less,thorough1Y,lighted do not have anything as unique 
to dlsp1ay at n1ght. The Newport bridge (Interstate 
Route 471) is often referred to as the Big Mac Bridge _ 
- see what 10,000 McDonald's world wide outlets do to 
popularize the Golden arches. 

The night time sights for us are many. I count at 
least 20 antenna towers visible in our westerly views 
and 1? or more for our easterly views. Antenna Towers 
are l1gh~ed daY,an~ night,-- vivid red at night and 
penetrat1ng, br1l11ant Whlte by day, flashing by the 
second 24 hours a day. The towers vary tremendously in 
above ground height -- WKRC TV has a more than 1200 
foot tower in Mount Auburn. Most towers are more 
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modest in height ; I guess 200 to 500 feet. Some are 
not really towers ; rather the lights on some are on 
buildings such as vater towers or high rise . 
condominiums. When a tall condominium is observed at 
night, the uniform floor plan of that tall structure 
floor by floor often causes vertical light patterns of 
low intensity that seem to be strange pillars when seen 
from afar. Actually what one is seeing is the 
staircase floor to floor with dim service lights 
seeming to make a continuous strip of dull light up the 
side of the building. This strip of dull light is most 
clearly developed by e Edgecliff Point Tower 
Condominiums as the p ' lar seems to stand without 
support in the darkness. 

The night scene . c udes many church steeples. 
These ~re on older b ' : g s with carefully designed 
floodl1ghts that make te a sight whenever they are 
illumi~ated. unfort~tely most of the steeples are on 
cathol~c c~urches h~ch are undergoing a wave of 
consol1dat1on. The c has publicly acknowledged it 
cannot afford to keep ' se all of its churches and 
the production of priests to man the churches is 
severely lagging whic reinforces the problem. I 
accept but do not like e increasing pools of 
darkness. 

The real show on e river at night are the tows. 
A flashing white light at the forward tip, red and 
green running lights, an expense of darkness whose 
length is determined by e number of barges in the tow 
(barges are of relative y uni form length and breadth), 
then the tow boat itse f ith its running lights, and 
often fully lighted in its interior, and finally the 
wake of the propellers. akes vary with speed of the 
tow boat, size of the to' (single file or up to four 
barges abreast) , size and power of the propulsion plant 
of the tow boat . Fol 0 ing the wake is a deep 
darkness. The tow boats thecselves are equipped with 
very powerful searchlig ts ( I've never seen any more 
powerful) which the pilot of each tow plays on the 
river ahead and to the sides of the tow so as to become 
aware of any obstacle in the path of the tow. ,I have 
been occasionally awakened by such a search wh1ch seems 
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to extend right into our bedroom. I have experimented 
with the strength of the light invasion; it is often 
strong enough for me to read a bed side newspaper. 
Fortunately it is seldom of more than two minutes 
duration; otherwise the pilot using such would be 
increasing his collision risk by creating for himself 
night blindness, which can endure for several minutes. 
From what I've just described, one can easily 
understand why in the pleasure boat season boaters can 
ram tows in their dark spots with serious and sometimes 
fatal results. 

The expression "tow" or "tow boat" is actually a 
complete misnomer on the river. Except in most unusual 
circumstances tow boats do not tow their barge loads; 
rather, they push them. Such is procedure only on 
inland waterways. All lake and ocean going tug boats 
do , tow astern their loads. The tow (the lashed 
together barges) can vary widely in size. I have seen 
tows as small as a single barge to one of 24 barges 
(six in length, four abreast). CUstomarily, the ohio 
usually sports eight to 10 barge tows. With locks to 
be transited about every 60 to 80 miles larger tows are 
not very efficient. The 24 barge tows must be broken 
up as the locks cannot handle more than 12 barges per 
lock. It takes quite some expert handling to unmake 
and remake the large tows and, after all, labor costs 
are governing. 

Proper etiquette among tow boats seems to my 
observation to be well understood. Faster tows do 
sometimes overtake slower ones. with a universal 
utility radio channel for all tow boats, it is my 
observation that pilots do work out who overtakes whom 
and where on the river that occurs. The Ohio is not 
the Rhine and boats are not bunched like cars in a 
traffic jam, at least not often does such occur. The 
Rhine tolerates boats following each other as closely 
as half a boat length. 

The Ohio is wide enough to tolerate three tows 
abreast. Such is in fact rare and in a swift current 
situation could be unmanageable. The tug to tow a boat 
itself must provide all the maneuvering for each tow so 
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close quarters are not e l come. Current in the Ohio is 
quite variable. It i s barely one mile per hour when 
the river is in a pool bu t high or flood waters can 
produce currents of seven to nine miles per hour. Fast 
currents also bring any f l oating objects along with 
them -- large logs, parts of structures, loose barrels, 
runaway boats, and barges to name a few. Once I did 
see a dog trapped on a p i ece of flotsam. The Enquirer 
did report that the an ' 1 was rescued, obviously down 
stream from our place. 

The frequency of to s passing our place is 
variable but is mainta ined 24 hours a day. With normal 
river conditions (one to 3 mile per hour currents) I 
estimate an average freque ncy of five tows per hour at 
the present time. Tha t rate could prove to be,on the 
high side should a s ignificant business recess~on 
develop although coal to s make up more than half the 
water borne cargo and coal i s primarily moved for 
electric utilities which have relatively stable output 
no matter what the business cycle does. It might seem 
illogical to the uninitiated but coal moves both up and 
down the river. Act a y coals are far from uniform in 
quality and heat output. Acid rain, smog production, 
sulphur by-products , res ' due products, etc. govern coal 
utilization. Up r ive r coal has less clean burning 
properties as a generalization so there is quite a 
movement of coal s upplies from Wyoming, Colorado, 
Southern Illinois and e se here which has traveled part 
way to the OhiO/Mi ss i ssippi r i ver system by rail. 

As a point of inte r est , cincinnati Gas & Electric 
is unique among Ohio ti ities as it moves all its coal 
by water -- this g ives Cincinnatians somewhat lower 
electric rates than 0 er Ohioans. It does have the 
hazard that CG&E s t eep i n the winter on hand enough 
coal should the r iver fre eze over. It would be 
impossible to move coa enough by truck -- the Beckjord 
plant burns more than a 11 barge of coal every 24 
hours. A freeze over of the h igher Ohio since the high 
level dams is cons idered next too impossible and has 
yet to occur. 
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Barges are mostly open and fairly shallow -- 9 
foot draft when loaded is common. Unloading is by 
power shovel. special barges for work on the river and 
wharfs and navigation guides are sometimes seen. 
covered barges are fairly common. They carry dried 
cargo, usually bulk chemicals and some can vacuum 
themselves out to unload. Grain cargoes are rare 
although thousands of tons of grain move downstream to 
New Orleans on the Missouri/Mississippi stream. 
Rarely, we see a large prefabricated boiler or steel 
structure on special barges. No wires to move, no 
highways to block, only bridges to clear. 

Back to night lights: We do see the Cincinnati 
skyline and the stadium but only at an angle, not 
squarely from Kentucky across the river as most 
publicity photos show them. The river has curved again 
a bit to the West when it gets to downtown. We enjoy 
wonderful views of Riverfest Fireworks (fog permitting) 
but they are not close up views. The illuminated 
skyline outlines Fifth Third Center, Central Trust 
Tower, Carew Tower, Atrium I and II, 312 Walnut street, 
The Kroger Building, and vaguely defined Mt. Adams and 
lower downtown structures. The building owners bear 
the expense of the lights and there is wide variation 
in how generously the display lighting continues after 
dark. By lOpm most of the lights are off and the 
display gets thinner by each half hour. By one A.M. 
only the buildings I specifically enumerated above are 
illuminated at half intensity. Nevertheless, it is 
quite a sight. Were downtown to be viewed from Price 
Hill, the effect would be quite different and I think 
less spectacular. 

The real night light display however cost nothing. 
As you can readily guess; it is lightning. since we do 
have such a panoramic view, the lightning displays are 
large and extensive. They are the grandest when 
Southern Campbell and Kenton counties are the back 
ground. Again they are multicolored and always 
spectacular and usually most extensive both in lateral 
coverage and in vertical extent. I can just sit and 
watch in wonderment by the half hour as each such storm 
unfolds and then passes on, usually to the East. 
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As a closi ng note you may wonder whether we see or 
pay any attention to passing passenger boa~s: We do 
see them; their number varies with the calendar, almost 
only a single boat in the winter but expanding to 
almost a dozen on wa summe r evenings. The large 
cruise boats, the Acerican Queen and the Delta Queen, 
come at best once or twice a year as part of a cruise 
to Pittsburgh. They ove r apidly for river boats so 
one must be prepared for the i r passages or you will 
miss them. They d o histle t o advertise their presence 
but if I am not prepared in a dvance for their passage I 
miss them. Their height and size comparison with other 
river craft is great so they are a sight to behold. 

I have tri e d to share with you our spectacular 
river view. It is so ewbat unique because of our 
generous site -- two subdivision lots thrown together. 
While I was early ( ch lower cost) in acquiring the 
site, I do think we are fortunate to enjoy it. The 
probable acquis ition cost fo r it in 1997 would indicate 
the real estate market accepts any judgement of view 
value. Above a ll, be assured that if you will but look 
there is always so ething to be seen on the Ohio. 

BY JOVE 

January 13. 1997 Martin B. Macht 

Jupiter is the Latin counterpart of the Greek 
Jovis or Jove. He is Ro n but identical with Zeus. 
He is also known as Lucretius, the light-giver. 

On the Capitoline Hill in Rome, his oldest temple 
is described by Livy. His sacred tree, the oak, is 
common to the worship of both Zeus and Jupiter. 

Jupiter, the God, had the t i tle of Optimus 
Maximus, the bes t and e greatest. 




